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Summary
While there are other major disqualifying factors – including
being overweight and having a criminal record –poor
educational achievement is one of the biggest reasons why
an estimated 75 percent of all young Americans are unable
to join the military.1 Even among those who graduate from
high school, in Pennsylvania, 22 percent of those seeking
to enlist in the Army cannot join because of low scores on
the military’s entrance exam for math, literacy and problem
solving, according to an analysis by The Education Trust.2
These alarming figures raise a critical
question: Will shortcomings in our state
and local education systems become a
threat to national security?

complicated by variations in school standards across different
locations, negatively affecting their academic experience.
The CCSS, developed by teachers, researchers and other experts, and led by the nation’s governors and chief state school
officers, have been voluntarily adopted by the Department
of Defense Education Activity, 45 states, including Pennsylvania, the District of Columbia and four U.S. territories.
The CCSS establish a shared, rigorous set of educational
standards for English language arts
and mathematics for K-12 education.
In addition to core academic content,
the CCSS focus on critical thinking,
complex problem solving and effective
communication—all essential skills for
today’s and tomorrow’s military.

Given the rigor of the
CCSS, it is likely that
their implementation
would result in more
military applicants’
being able to pass
the ASVAB.

We need enough skilled men and
women available to serve in tomorrow’s
armed services, to ensure the future
strength of our military. What happens
in our classrooms today will determine
our future military readiness. Businesses
in the private sector are seeking many
of the same skill sets and running
into the same challenging deficits. The Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) can help ensure that students are receiving
a high-quality education consistently, from school to school
and state to state, so that all students, no matter where they
live, or how often they move to a new school, are prepared
for success in postsecondary education, the workforce and
the military, if they choose to serve.
For years, each state has had its own particular educational
standards and tests to assess student achievement. Standards
varied greatly across states. State tests also vary, in content
and on the level of performance deemed “proficient.” As a
result, there is a lot of confusion about how students really
are doing. The military has no objective way to compare
applicants from different states and has to use its own assessment, the ASVAB, to assess applicants. Also, for children
in military families, frequent moves can be unnecessarily

But standards alone are not enough. To
have an impact on student outcomes,
there must be accountability. Standards
must be accompanied by assessments,
based on the standards, and a system
for reporting results, so everyone will know how students
are really faring. If we do not know how students are really
performing, we do not know the scope of the problem, nor
can we make informed efforts to solve it.
The new educational standards and assessments will not
magically turn things around overnight. Because the CCSS
are more rigorous than most states’ prior standards (including
Pennsylvania’s), at first there is likely to be a decrease in test
scores, compared to previous assessments. But having common standards and accountability through related assessments will move us closer to all students doing well. Pennsylvania is moving in the right direction with its implementation
of the Pennsylvania Common Core Standards. We must also
implement assessments aligned to the Standards to ensure
that all students are prepared for success.
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Pennsylvania Common Core Standards
and Aligned Assessments are Key
School Failure is a National Security
Threat
Poor educational achievement is one of the biggest reasons
why an estimated 75 percent of all young Americans are
unable to join the military.3 In Pennsylvania, 22 percent of
high school graduates seeking to enlist in the Army cannot
join because of low scores on the military’s entrance exam
for math, literacy and problem-solving.4 These shortcomings
in our state and local education systems can become a
threat to national security. We need enough skilled men and
women available to serve in tomorrow’s armed services, to
ensure the future strength of our military. Businesses in the
private sector are seeking many of the same skill sets and
running into the same challenging deficits.

Moving Ahead by Raising
Educational Standards
For years, each state had its own particular educational
standards and tests to assess student achievement. Standards
varied greatly across states. State tests also vary, in content
and on the level of performance deemed “proficient.” As a
result, a military applicant’s having a high school diploma
did not convey much information—a diploma from a state
with high standards likely comes with a different skill set
than one from a state with low standards.
Children in military families are also frequently burdened by
variations in educational standards. Military children attend
six to nine different schools during their school years.5 As

they move between schools, they experience differences in
standards and expectations, as well as different assessments,
variations that can negatively impact their academic
experience and performance. For example, a military child
might take algebra for three years in different schools, but
never learn geometry.
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS)7 offer a way out
of these dilemmas. The National Governors Association and
the Council of Chief State School Officers spearheaded the
development of the CCSS. A wide variety of stakeholders
(teachers, academics, business leaders, etc.) participated in
the development and vetting of the standards, a procedure
that Ron Haskins, a former top staff member for the House
Republicans on welfare reform, and other education experts
called “impressive.”8 In Pennsylvania, before adopting the
CCSS, the State Board of Education held meetings across
the Commonwealth to hear input from teachers, parents
and the general public.9 The CCSS establish a rigorous,
shared set of educational standards for K-12 education,
for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics. Existing
state standards remain for subjects other than ELA and
mathematics. In addition to core academic content, the
standards will help students develop higher-order skills,
such as critical thinking, problem solving, being able to
comprehend and communicate complex text—skills essential
for today’s and tomorrow’s military. The Council on Foreign
Relations-sponsored Task Force on U. S. Education Reform
and National Security, chaired by Condoleezza Rice and Joel
Klein (former head of New York City Schools), argues that
states must implement the Common Core State Standards to
enhance our ability to defend the country.10

“Adoption of the Common Core State StandardsQEVOWEHI½RMRK
point for our highly mobile students. Consistent standards will
enable DoDEA students to stay on track even when their families
are moving between the states or overseas.”6
Marilee Fitzgerald, Director,
US Department of Defense Education Activity

"
Vast Majority of States Have Adopted the Common Core

Adopted the Common
Core.
Have not adopted the
Common Core.

The CCSS can help teachers ensure their students have the
skills and knowledge they need to be successful by providing
clear goals for student learning. Although states vary, there
are some core skills all children need—reading and math—
wherever they live and whatever their career aspirations.
The CCSS can help ensure that students are receiving a highquality education consistently, from school to school and
state to state, so that all students, no matter where they live,
or how often they move to a new school, are prepared for
success in postsecondary education, the workforce and the
military, if they choose to serve. Given the rigor of the CCSS,
it is likely that their implementation would result in more
military applicants’ being able to pass the ASVAB. Parents
will also benefit from the CCSS, as they will know what
their children should learn at each grade level, and can hold
schools accountable.
A study by the Fordham Institute found that overall, the
CCSS are more rigorous than current English language arts
standards in 37 states and math standards in 39 states.11
This is particularly true of Pennsylvania, whose standards
for both ELA and mathematics were rated among the lowest
in the nation, receiving a “D” for ELA and an “F” for math.
The Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) was
already considering revisions to their standards; a University
of Pittsburgh study, commissioned by the PDE, found that
the CCSS were aligned with the revisions already under
consideration.12 The CCSS are baseline standards and states
could choose to exceed the baseline and /or incorporate
some of their own standards (up to 15 percent).
The CCSS establish the content and skills that children must
learn at each grade level, but they do not tell teachers how
to teach, nor do they specify a curriculum; these important

decisions remain under teacher, local or state control.
The CCSS also do not require collecting any new data on
children or families.
Forty-five states, including Pennsylvania, as well as the
District of Columbia, the Department of Defense Education
Activity and four U.S. territories (American Samoa Islands,
Guam, Northern Mariana Islands and U. S. Virgin Islands),

Why are CCSS so important to
military-connected students?
"The education experience for many militaryconnected students can be frustrating...
[because] traditionally [it has] been a patchwork of
various standards and expectations as they move
from state to state. Some students find themselves
in a class where they do not have the expected
knowledge and skills needed to do well, skills
their classmates learned the previous year. Other
students find themselves repeating material and
are expected to be content to spend class time
'reviewing.' The adoption and implementation of
CCSS are a critical step and particularly important
to the mobile military-connected student because
they provide consistency, continuity, and clear
expectations of the knowledge and skills students
need in each grade.”
Source: http://www.militarychild.org/public/upload/
images/OTM_CommonCore-lres.pdf
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What Gets Measured (Accurately) Gets Done:

High School Graduation Rates
Many districts used suspect ways of reporting
their graduation rates. No Child Left Behind was
enacted in 2002 and required states to start
accurately reporting local graduation rates.
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have voluntarily adopted the CCSS. Each state has its
own process for adopting educational standards; in some
states adoption of the standards went through the state
legislature, in other states the adoption procedure was
through the state board of education. Pennsylvania’s State
Board of Education voted unanimously to adopt the CCSS
in July, 2010.13 Implementation began in Fall, 2010, with
full implementation by July 2013. Some states, including
Pennsylvania14, decided to adopt the CCSS around the
same time they were applying for funds through the Race
to the Top (RTT) grant program, although this was not a
requirement. Nearly all of the states have moved forward
in implementing the CCSS, regardless of their success in
receiving RTT funds.

Assessment is Essential
Education experts agree that standards alone are not
enough—research has shown only weak relationships
between the quality of state educational standards and
achievement test scores. To have an impact on student
outcomes, there must be accountability. Standards must
be accompanied by assessments based on the standards,
and a system for reporting results, so everyone will know
how students are really faring.15 There is currently a lot of
confusion about student achievement levels, because each
state developed its own standards and test. For example, in
Pennsylvania, for 4th grade reading, 37 percent of students
scored proficient or higher on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP: The Nation's Report Card, a
periodic assessment of what American students know and

can do), versus 72 percent on the state test.16 If we do not
know how students are really performing, we do not know
the scope of the problem, nor can we make informed efforts
to solve it.
Results following implementation of the No Child Left
Behind Act (NCLB) demonstrate the importance of
accountability in improving outcomes, and the role
of accurate, common measurement: when states were
required to use a valid, common method of computing
graduation rates and publicly report the results, graduation
rates increased.17 States could no longer manipulate how
graduation rates were computed in order to maximize their
results. Instead, they had to implement real reforms that
contributed to a real change in student outcomes: more
students graduating.

4th Grade Reading Proficiency

74%

34%

State Test

NAEP

Pennsylvania has developed exams based on the
Pennsylvania Common Core Standards (Keystone exams)
that high school students must pass in order to graduate
(starting with the class of 2017). The Pennsylvania System

$
of School Assessment (PSSA) will be revised to reflect
the Pennsylvania Common Core Standards and continue
to be administered to students in 3rd through 8th grade.
These aligned assessments are key, if the Standards are
to ensure that all Pennsylvania children are prepared for
success.
Pennsylvania is also a member of two groups of states that
are currently developing common assessments based on
the CCSS (the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for
College and Career-PARCC18; and the Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium—SBAC19). These assessments will
be completed for the 2014-2015 school year. There may
be additional benefits to Pennsylvania of adopting one of
these common assessments when they are established.
The common CCSS assessments will allow educators
to determine how students are doing and to use this
information to improve education. Short-term assessments
will allow teachers to determine students’ understanding
of various concepts and then adjust teaching in real time,
to increase understanding. In the longer term, results of
the “apples-to-apples” assessments of student learning,
based on the standards, will produce data that will
provide educators with a basis for identifying and sharing
education practices that work with other schools and
districts. The military could also use CCSS assessment
scores to compare applicants from different states, as a
supplement to the ASVAB.
In addition to standards and assessments, in order to
affect student outcomes, we also need better curriculum,
compatible with the CCSS, as well as improved quality
of teaching (including through better pre- and in-service
training).20 Teachers must also receive support in learning
how to use assessment data effectively. There are costs
associated with these improvements, of course. However,
in many states, including Pennsylvania, current spending
can cover most of the costs of transitioning to the CCSS.21
The new standards and assessments will not magically
turn things around overnight. Because the CCSS are more
rigorous than most states’ prior standards (including
Pennsylvania’s), at first there is likely to be a decrease in
student test scores, compared to previous assessments—
difficult news to deliver. But having common standards
and related assessments will allow states, districts and
schools to share data on what works best, helping each
to move closer to all students doing well. For example,
different localities will use different curricula and teaching
approaches. Assessments will reveal which curricula
and teaching approaches work best for which kids, and
information can then be shared.

Moving Ahead
Military leaders understand that in order to get ahead, all
students must be held to high standards and learn both
the content and skills necessary for success. The CCSS are
an important step in this direction and will also benefit
children in military families who relocate to new schools
frequently. Pennsylvania is moving in the right direction
with its implementation of the Pennsylvania Common
Core Standards. We must also implement CCSS-aligned
assessments, to ensure that students will be better prepared
for postsecondary education, the workforce, and the military,
if they choose to serve.
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